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Why STSADM?

Why is using STSADM a Best Practice?

 Scripting ensures consistency of item 

creation and configuration

 Allows consistent configuration between 

environments

 Provides instant documentation



STSADM Basics

Command line tool on SharePoint servers

Must be run locally by a local 

administrator

Not interactive, makes it a perfect 

candidate for scripting



More STSADM basics

Hidden in the 12 Hive

 C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft 

Shared\web server extensions\12\BIN 

Several ways to make it easier to access

 Add to path

 Create cmd.exe shortcut

 Batch file

 Environment variable



The good and the bad

 Pipe STSADM 

through ‘find’ to find 

operations

 Use –help to get 

operation usage

 Scroll through all 

184+ operations to 

find what you’re 

looking for

 Just run the 

operation to get the 

usage



Daily STSADM goodness

Site Collection maintenance

 Createsite/ Deletesite/ Enumsites/ 

Createsiteinnewdb/ Enumsubwebs

Web maintenance

 Createweb/ Deleteweb/ Renameweb

User maintenance

 Adduser/ Deleteuser/ Enumusers/ 

Migrateuser



STSADM AND YOU

Basic STSADM usage



Disaster Recovery

Backup operation

 Farm level

– Compatible with Central Admin backups

– Can be scripted

 Site Collection level

– Full fidelity backup to a single file

Export operation

 Web level

 Not full fidelity



Other objects

Enumzoneurls

 To get backup of AAMs

Addconentdb/ deletecontentdb/ 

enumcontentdbs

 Good for bulk adding, creating, or removing 

contentdbs

Addpath

 Great for adding managed paths, easy to 

recreate



Getproperty & Setproperty

 days-to-show-new-icon  sets length of time 

the !New Icon shows up

 job-immediate-alerts sets the polling time for 

immediate timer jobs

 max-template-document-size sets maximum 

size for site and list templates

 large-file-chunk-size sets the chunk size of 

blobs between the WFE and the SQL server



More Best Practices

 execadmsvcjobs to force the Time Job 

Service to execute your job immediately

 createsiteinnewdb to create a new Site 

Collection in its own DB

 Mergecontentdbs to move Site Collections 

around

 Setadminport to change Central Admin port

 Databaserepair to clean out orphaned 

objects



MORE COOL STUFF WITH 

STSADM

In this demo we will see more Best Practices with STSADM



Now onto PSCONFIG

Command live version of Configuration 

Wizard

Used to configure SharePoint after the 

bits have been laid down

Also used to fix broken installs

Scripting installs has obvious benefits



PSCONFIG IN ACTION

Noodling around with PSCONFIG



Can’t forget PowerShell

Will be prominent in Office 14

Can be wedged into SharePoint 2007

Many PowerShell extentions available

Better to embrace it now so that you’re 

ready to go when Office 14 hits the 

streets



POWERSHELL

Seeing what PowerShell can do for you



Thank you for attending!

(This slide must always be the last 

slide in your deck)

Please be sure to fill out your 

session evaluation!


